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Abstract. The overwhelming amounts of multimedia contents have triggered
the need for automatic semantic concept detection. However, as there are large
variations in the visual feature space, text from automatic speech recognition
(ASR) has been extensively used and found to be effective to complement
visual features in the concept detection task. Generally, there are two common
text analysis methods. One is text classification and the other is text retrieval.
Both methods have their own strengths and weaknesses. In addition, fusion of
text and visual analysis is still an open problem. In this paper, we present a
novel multi-resolution, multi-source and multi-modal (M3) transductive
learning framework. We fuse text and visual features via a multi-resolution
model. This is because different modal features only work well in different
temporal resolutions, which exhibit different types of semantics. We perform
a multi-resolution analysis at the shot, multimedia discourse and story levels to
capture the semantics in news video. While visual features play a dominant role
at the shot level, text plays an increasingly important role as we move from the
multimedia discourse towards the story levels. Our multi-source inference
transductive model provides a solution to combine text classification and
retrieval method together. We test our M3 transductive model on semantic
concept detection on the TRECVID 2004 dataset. Preliminary results
demonstrate that our approach is effective.

1. INTRODUCTION
The advancement in computer processor, storage and the growing availability of lowcost multimedia recording devices have led to an explosive amount of multimedia
data. It is reported in [4] that there are 31 million hours of TV programs produced
each year. The statistics from Internet study [13] shows that about 65% of Internet
traffic is being taken up by transferring multimedia contents. Among them, about
73.79% is video related contents. In order to effectively use such large number of
multimedia content, we need provide tools to facilitate the management and retrieval
of multimedia contents. One of the most important tools is the automatic
multimedia concept detectors, which index the multimedia data at the higher semantic
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level. One such level is to index contents based on concepts frequently appear in
queries such as the person-X or object X etc. However, it is very hard for visual object
detectors to detect whether such concepts by visual information appear in a shot alone.
This is because of the wide variations of visual objects in videos. The variations are
caused by changes in appearance, shape, color and illumination conditions. Figure 1
shows examples of the concept “boat” in news video with different shapes and colors.
On the other hand, we can obtain text from automatic speech recognition (ASR) in
informational video such as news and documentary video. Thus, how to utilize text
semantic to complement visual features to support concept detection is an important
problem.

Fig. 1. Concept “boat/ship” with different shape and different colors

More formally, the concept detection task is defined as: given a set of predefined
concept C: [C1, C2 ...Cn], develop a classifier to determine if concept Ci appears in
shot Sk.
Most researchers first adopted either text classification under a supervised
inductive learning framework [1] [22] [31] or text retrieval [3] [6] to capture text
semantics. They then fused text and visual analysis by using heuristic rules, early/late
fusion approaches or their combinations. In spite many efforts have been made, we
are still far from achieving a good level of concept detection performance. Based on
our analysis, we have identified two weaknesses in current systems that should be
addressed to enhance the performance.

•
•

How to make use of text analysis to overcome the problems of visual analysis and
vice verse is an open problem.

There are two types of knowledge: one is the concept text description and the
other is the text and visual features in training data. Most current systems did not
make use of both of knowledge simultaneously.
In this paper, we propose a M3 transductive framework to tackle the above two
problems. The multi-resolution model is designed to let text and visual analysis
support each other. In that model, we first analyze text and visual features at different
resolutions. The analysis at any resolution will consider the evidence from the other
resolution as context information. The transductive multi-source model integrates
knowledge from the concept text description and training data. We also adopt a
transductive inference model to analyze both text and visual features at the related
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resolution. Because such an inference attempts to capture the distributions of training
and test data by mapping test data to training data, we could know when we can make
an inference via training data. For those test data that cannot be labeled by training
data, our multi-source model brings web knowledge into the model to partially tackle
the problem. We test our M3 transductive model on the concept detection task based
on the TRECVID 2004 dataset. The test results demonstrate that our M3 transductive
framework is superior to those systems based on text retrieval and classification. In
addition, our system outperforms the state-of-the-arts systems based the singleresolution, single source supervised inductive inference framework.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work,
while Section 3 describes the analysis on text semantic. Section 4 introduces our M3
transductive model. Sections 5 and 6 discuss visual analysis at the shot layer and text
analysis at the multimedia discourse and story layers respectively. The experimental
test-bed and evaluation results are presented in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 concludes
the paper.

2. Related work
In order to implement a generic automatic news video semantic concept detection
system with a good performance, we need to tackle at least two challenges. One is
how to capture the text semantics, and the other is how to fuse the text and visual
semantics to support concept detection. In this Section, the related work on these two
topics are covered. We then introduce the background of transductive learning and
multi-resolution analysis.
2.1 Text semantics
Text information is an important information source for informational video. There
are two widely used methods to capture text semantics. One is text classification and
the other is text retrieval. Text classification [11] works for concepts that are
transcribed with a specific and limited vocabulary such as the concept “Weather” in
CNN headline news. However, in general, the performance of text classification in the
concept detection task is not good. This is partly because of the high dimensionality
of text features and the limited training data. Text retrieval methods [3] [6] [39]
regarded words from concept text descriptions or some predefined keywords as the
query and employed the text retrieval with query expansion techniques to capture the
semantics. Such methods are the only effective means when the training data is
sparse. Based on the above discussion, we can find that both text analysis methods
have their own strength and weakness. Given a concept with some training data, it is
hard to know in advance which method is better.
In natural language processing [15], researchers captured text semantics not only
from words at the sentence layer, but also topics at the story layer. Here the topic
refers to the main focus of a story. In general, there are three types of methods to
capture topic semantics. They are statistical-based [25], knowledge-based [10] and
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hybrid [12]. Among these techniques, only word frequency counting can be used
robustly across different domains; the other techniques rely on stereotypical text
structure or the functional structures of specific domains. In video processing, some
researchers [29] adopted knowledge-based approaches to identify topic in some
specific domains, such as cooking instruction videos. However, as far as we know, no
researchers adopted topic identification techniques to support concept detection in an
open domain such as news video [33].
In addition, Rowe [27] used caption syntax to infer visual concept in the image.
For example, he found that the primary subject noun phrase usually denotes the most
significant information in the media datum or its “focus”. However, we could not
directly utilize such syntactic semantic technologies from image caption retrieval to
concept-X detection in news video. This is because semantic parsers are designed for
the grammatical written language and speech recognition text often contains too many
errors that render the semantic parser ineffective.
In general, the analysis in news video based on text only is effective only if the
desired concepts appear in both visual and text contents.
2.2 Fusion of multi-modal features
General speaking, three types of methods are proposed to fuse multi-modal features.
They are the rule-based; the machine-learning based; and the mixture of the two
approaches.
Some researchers such as [11] adopted the rule-based approaches. However, the
drawbacks of such approaches are the lack of scalability and robustness.
To overcome the problems of rule-based approaches, many fusion algorithms
adopt the supervised inductive learning methods such as [36]. In [31], the authors
identified two general fusion approaches: namely early fusion and late fusion. The
early fusion scheme integrates unimodal features before learning the concepts. The
strength of this approach is that it yields a truly multimedia feature representation,
since the features are integrated from the start. One of the weaknesses of this
approach is that it is difficult to combine features into a common representation.
The late fusion scheme first reduces the unimodal features to separately learned
concept scores, and then integrated these scores to learn the concepts. The advantage
of this approach is that it focuses on the individual strength of modalities. However, it
has the high cost of learning effort and the potential loss of correlation in mixed
feature space. In general, given a concept, it is difficult to decide which fusion method
is better.
In addition, some image annotation algorithms, such as the translation model [8]
and cross-media relevance model [14] and so on, adopted unsupervised approaches to
describe images to a vocabulary of blobs as the basis for annotation. This causes the
performance of the systems to be strongly influenced by the quality of visual
clustering alone. It may result in images with different semantic concepts but similar
appearance to be grouped together, while images with the same semantic contents
may be separated into different clusters due to diverse appearance.
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A number of researchers [3] [39] attempted to combine machine learning based
and rule-based fusion approaches together. However, the main problem of such a
hybrid combination strategy is that it is hard to integrate both fusion schemes.
Furthermore, in news video processing, there is at least one common problem with
the above three fusion methods. That is, the text keywords are not always aligned
with related visual concept at the shot layer, such as the person X detection problem
[37].
2.3 Transductive learning
Instead of obtaining a general hypothesis capable of classifying any “unseen” data
under a supervised inductive learning framework, transductive learning [23] [26] [38]
is concerned with directly classifying the given unlabeled data. The key to
transductive learning is how to map specific (test) cases to specific (training) cases.
Such a mapping could be obtained by a hierarchical clustering method [21]. However,
there are at least two open problems. One is to segment the clusters until their
contents are as pure and large as possible. A pure cluster is defined as the one where
the labels of training samples are mostly positive or negative such that the entire
cluster includes the test samples can be labeled accordingly. The other problem is to
analyze the unknown clusters, which are impure clusters or clusters that include only
test samples. Such unknown clusters can be analyzed using other sources of
information to label the test samples contained in such clusters appropriately.
2.4 Multi-resolution analysis
The multi-resolution model is widely used in image processing, such as image
pyramids [35]. Such an approach first analyses data at different resolutions to create a
multi-resolution structure and then derives error metrics to help decide the best level
of detail to use. Lin [20] and Li [17] used a multi-resolution model to detect shot and
story boundaries for video and text documents respectively. They used information at
the low resolution to locate the transition points and the high resolution to identify the
exact boundaries by finding the maximal path. Similarly, Slaney et al [30] proposed
a multi-resolution analysis method to detect discontinuities in video for story
segmentation.
As far as we know, no multi-resolution models have been applied in the semantic
concept detection task to fuse multi-modal features [33]. Most current approaches,
especially those used in large scale TRECVID video concept detection and retrieval
evaluations such as [6], employed a hybrid approach of using text to retrieve a subset
of videos at the story layer before performing visual and text analysis at the shot level
to re-rank the video shots. Such approaches are not multi-resolution fusion as the
analysis at the story level is used as a filter, but not to reinforce the subsequent shot
level analysis and vice versa. They may miss many relevant video shots that are not
retrieved in the text–based story retrieval stage. An important characteristic of multiresolution analysis is that the results of analysis at each resolution should support each
other to overcome the respective weaknesses. Thus two key challenges of multi-
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resolution video analysis are: (1) the definition of good units for fusion that leverage
the strong points of text and visual features; and (2) the combination and integration
of evidences from multi-resolution layers.

3. Analysis of text semantic
In this Section, we first discuss text analysis at different resolution layers. We then
compare text retrieval and classification methods.

3.1 Text analysis at different resolution layers
In video analysis, one of the most widely used analysis unit is shot. A shot is an
unbroken sequence of frames from one camera shot. As the shot boundary is
designed to capture the changes of visual features, it is suited for visual analysis but
fails to capture the text semantics well with breaks occur often in the middle of a
sentence. Figure 2 illustrates the problem of analyzing text using shot units, where the
sentence separated by three shot boundaries causes the mismatch between the text
clue and the concept “Clinton”. Yang et al [37] found that this is a common problem
in news video analysis. To tackle this problem, Wilson and Divakaran [36] proposed
to detect scene changes by using training data under a supervised learning framework.

Keyframes at the shot layer

ASR results at the shot layer

Today in Maryland well away from
the public

eye the Palestinian president Yasser
Arafat
Shot
boundary
and the Israeli prime
Benjamin Netanyahu

minister

are
being
encouraged
by
president Clinton to come up with a
meaningful peace agreement .
Fig. 2. The sentence separated by three shot boundaries causes the mismatch between the text
clue and the concept “Clinton”.
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Because of collecting training data is time consuming, we propose a new unit, namely
multimedia discourse to tackle the problem. The so-called multimedia (MM)
discourse aims to capture the synchronization between the visual features at the shot
level and the text feature at the sentence level. The MM discourse boundary occurs at
the co-occurrence between the sentence and shot boundary. In this work, we adopt the
speaker change boundaries generated by the speech recognizer [9] as the pseudo
sentence boundaries. At the MM discourse layer, we capture the semantics mainly by
extracting a group of keywords from the enclosed ASR text. We did not extract topic
at the MM discourse layer, because there are often insufficient contents in such a unit
to extract topics.
In general, there are three types of relations between keywords-based text
semantics and shot-based visual semantics.
a) Type 1: We could infer the visual concept based on the text clues. Figure 3 shows
an example where we found text clue word “Clinton” and visual content
showing “Clinton” simultaneously.
Yesterday Mr. Clinton and Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu agreed on a partial peace
plan. ......
Fig. 3. Text clue word “Clinton” co-occurred with visual concept.

b) Type 2: We could find the related text clue words, but the visual concept is not
present. Figure 4 shows an example in which the keyword “Clinton”
appears in the ASR transcripts, but we could not find semantic concept
“Clinton” occurring in the shot.
President Clinton said today the U. S. must try to limit
the international financial crisis before it gets worse in
Latin America. ......
Fig. 4. An example of the text clues appears, but the concept did not occur.

c) Type 3: The visual concept is present but the related text clue words are absent.
Figure 5 shows an example in which the concept occurs in the shot, but it
is difficult to capture the text clues.
His defenders though are sending out a dual pronged message.

Fig. 5. An example of the visual concept occurred, but we could not capture the text clues.
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The above analysis highlights one challenge. That is how to find the words from
ASR transcripts to describe the image content. In our framework, we first cluster
visual similar images together. We then utilize the frequently occurring words as the
label of visual image clusters.
We extract the text labels for an image cluster result (vcri) by using the following
Equation:
P (Wk , vcri ) =

NumofShotsInTheClusterIncludes(Wk )
NumofShotsInTheCluster

(1)

If P (Wk, vcri) >β, we regard such a keyword as a text label for the cluster. For each
of the visual cluster, we collect a group of words and build a text vector
TV (w1 , w2 ,..., wn ) .
Images at the shot layer

ASR results at the MM discourse layer
Checking the top stories - President Clinton
will try again to get the Israeli and
Palestinians leaders to hammer out a
Mideast peace agreement. ......

(a)
Yesterday Mr. Clinton and Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu agreed on a
partial peace plan. .....
(b)

(c)
ASR missing
in the transcript
Text labels from

Clinton, Israeli, peace

Fig. 6. An example of labeling a visual cluster by text information

Figure 6 gives an example of image labeling by keywords at the MM discourse
layer. The visual cluster result vcri is labeled by a keyword vector TVi= {Clinton,
Israeli, peace}.
However, in some cases, we could not obtain any text labels, because the ASR
words in a cluster exhibits large diversity. Figure 7 shows an example of such a case.
Because of such a characteristic, we could partially tackle the problem in Figure 4.
Based on the above analysis, we can see that we have partially tackled the problem of
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inference visual concept from the available text clues by using Equation (1).
Keyframes at the shot layer

ASR transcripts at the MM discourse layer

That is our report on “world news tonight.” later on
“nightline” - they are graphic, disturbing, and
apparently effective. They are some of the newest anti smoking ads. I m peter Jennings. Have a good evening.
President Clinton said today the U. S. must try to limit
the international financial crisis before it gets worse in
Latin America.
In Berlin today one of the world’s most famous places
has been rededicated dedicated after more than 50
years.
Fig. 7. An example of zero text labels could be extracted for the image cluster.

However, Equation (1) could not solve the problem in Figure 5. In order to tackle
the problem, we add text analysis at the story layer into the framework. There are
many story segmentation methods for news video as surveyed in [5]. In this paper, we
perform a simple story segmentation using the heuristics based on anchorperson,
some logos, cue phrases and commercial tags [6]. At the story layer, we attempt to
capture the semantic concepts by exploring the relationship between the concept and
the topics of a story. We employ a simple method developed in [19] to extract topics,
which mainly depends on a set of high frequency ASR words in a story. We then
build the linkage between topics and visual contents as similar to that at the MM
discourse layer. The difference between the story layer labeling and the MM
discourse layer labeling is that the target of text analysis at the story layer is topics.
For the example shown in Figure 5, we are able to extract the topic labels of {Clinton,
President}, as shown in Figure 8. Based on such topic labels, we can then conclude
that the enclosed shots may have some degree of relevance to concept “Clinton”. This
could partially tackle the problem in Figure 5.

ent}
The topic vector of the above story is {Clinton, president}
Fig. 8. The story layer context information.
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3.2 Text classification and retrieval
Text classification usually refers to a supervised inductive learning algorithm using
text features. However, such type of learning requires the estimation of unknown
function for all possible input values. This implies the availability of good quality
training data, which covers most typical types of data available in the test set. If
such a condition is not satisfied, then the performance of such systems may drop
significantly. One solution to obtain a good quality training data is to label as many
training data as possible. However, preparing training data is a very time consuming
task. Thus, in many cases, we need to face the sparse training data problem [24].
Text retrieval may be effective, when training data is not sufficient and test content
includes some query terms. For example, for test data 1 in Figure 9(b), text retrieval
could capture the concept “boat/ship”, because the query word “ship” appeared in the
ASR transcript. On the other hand, the text classification method may fail, because of
the large gap between training and test data. For test data 2 in Figure 9(c) text
classification can work well, but text retrieval will fail. This is because the ASR
transcripts do not include any keyword related to the queries “boat” or “ship” and text
retrieval fails to use the knowledge from training data. Hence, text classification and
retrieval have their own strengths and we need to combine them to take advantage of
their strengths in concept detection.
Furthermore, if we employ text analysis without support from visual feature
analysis, we could not overcome the problems we discussed in the previous section.
Thus, in our design, no matter whether we employ the classification-based or
retrieval-based methods at the MM discourse and story layers, we must first build the
linkage between the visual contents and terms from the ASR transcripts by using
Equation (1).
Images at the shot layer

ASR results at the MM discourse layer
Life is an adventure because you are
over and still exploring.

Training
data
(a)

The ship had been held for five
months in a Mexican port while
authorities there tried to get the
owners to pay their bills.

Test
data 1
(b)

Life is an adventure because you are
over and still exploring.

Test
data 2
(c)

Fig. 9. An example of detecting concept “boat/ship” using two text analysis methods.
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As far as we know, no efforts have been made to combine text-based classification
and retrieval methods together to detect concept X. Our combined model first
employs a transductive learning classification-based approach to label those test data
that can be confidently labeled from training data by using either visual or text
features. It then estimates the occurrence of concept for the remaining ambiguous test
samples by using a multi-resolution analysis that incorporates web-based knowledge
in a retrieval framework.

4. An introduction to our M3 TRANSDUCTIVE MODEL
In our M3 transductive framework, we analyze text and visual features at the shot,
MM discourse and story respectively. While visual features play a dominant role at
the shot level, text plays an increasingly important role as we move towards the
multimedia discourse and story levels. In our design, we model the semantic concept
detection problem as a conditional probability problem. That is, given a concept C x ,
we want to rank a given test shot S, according to P( S | C x ) . Let us represent the visual
part of a shot by Sv and the text part by St. This can be expanded as below.
P( S | C x ) = P( S t , S v | C x ) =

P(C x | S t , S v ) P( S t , S v )
P(C x )

(2)

In Equation (2), the denominator can be ignored for ranking the shots given any
concept C x . In addition, we assume that all shots are equally likely. This simplifies
Equation (2) to:
P ( S | C x ) ∝ P (C x | S t , S v )

(3)

As discussed in Section 3, we do not analyze text semantics at the shot layer, and
capture text semantics only at the MM discourse and story layers, which we denote
them as MDt and STt respectively. In order to compute Equation (3), we make our
inference via multi-resolution analysis, which is shown in Figure 10.
At the shot layer, we infer the labels of test shots by clustering shots via a
transductive learning framework. The confidence of our inference depends on the
amount of training data and its purity in any cluster. We divide test data into three
categories (P1, U1, N1). The shots in P1 and N1 clusters can be labeled as positive
and negative test shots respectively by using the training data in the same cluster with
high confidence. The shots in U1 set are the shots that cannot be labeled as positive
or negative with high confidence. Two situations may give rise to such unknown
shots. One is that the cluster does not include any training data; and the other is when
the number of training data is small or the purity of the cluster is low.
In order to label the U1 shots, we annotate such visual clusters by the keyword
vector at the MM discourse layer. Two types of methods will be applied to make
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further inference. One is to supplement the text analysis using web knowledge by
capturing the relationship between the keyword vector at the MM discourse layer and
words from web statistics. The other is to further cluster shots by a transductive
learning method based on the web-enhanced keyword vectors. After the analysis at
the MM discourse layer, we can divide U1 into three sets, which are a positive (P2),
negative set (N2) and unknown set (U2).
Finally, we further disambiguate the U2 clusters by using the topics extracted at the
story layer. We perform a similar text inference as the MM discourse layer and rank
the U2 shots based on the story layer inference. We save the ranking result in the
story result set (SR). The final ranking of the shots is as follows: P1, P2, SR, N2,
N1.

Shot layer analysis via transductive learning

Assign positive labels to
test data (P1)

Assign
unknown
labels to test data (U1)

Web-based image labels analysis at
the multimedia discourse layer

Assign negative labels
to test data (N1)

Transductive learning at the
multimedia discourse layer

Fusion of two types of analyses though a confidence measure

Assign positive labels
to test data (P2)

Assign unknown labels
to test data (U2)

Web-based image labels
analysis at the story layer

Assign negative labels
to test data (N2)

Transductive learning at
the story layer

Fusion of two types of analyses though a confidence measure (SR)
The final ranking shot sequence: P1, P2, SR, N2, N1.
Fig. 10. The architecture of the system
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Overall, through the multi-resolution analysis, Equation (3) can be expressed as:

P (C x | S t , S v ) =

P (C x | S v ) S ∈ P1

or

S ∈ N1

P (C x | S MDt ) S ∈ P 2

or

S ∈ N2

P (C x | S STt )

Otherwise

(4)

The term P (C x | S unit ) can be computed from the training data in the cluster using
the following procedure where
S unit in the multi-resolution framework can
be S v , S MD , S ST .
t

t

P(C x | S unit ) =

NumofTrainingShotsWith(C x ) int heCluster
NumOfTrainingShotsIntheCluster

(5)

Generally, there are two important assumptions in the probability theory. One is
the “Law of large numbers”, and the other is that training data needs to cover all the
cases in test data; otherwise, we need some form of a smoothing method to estimate
the probability of “unseen” cases.
Because our inference is based on the clustering results and some clusters may
include very few training data, which may violate the “Law of large numbers” in the
probability inference, we have to add a variable: confidence index (CI) to partially
tackle the problem. Suppose T is the number of training data in a cluster and α is a
predefined threshold, CI for that cluster can be computed as follows:
T<α

Log (α +1) (1 + T )

CI =

Log (α +1) (1 + α )

Otherwise

(6)

This is because the law of large numbers is a theorem in probability that describes
the long-term stability of a random variable. That is, given a sample of independent
and identically distributed random variables with a large number (α) of observations,
the average of these observations may approach and stay close to the population
mean. Thus, we assign a high confidence to the result. On the other hand, if the
number of observations is small, the average of such observations may be far from the
population mean. We assign a low confidence to the result.
The final decision score is modified by the confidence score as follows:
Score( S ) = CI * P(C x | S )

where CI is the confidence index for the cluster that includes the test shot S.

(7)
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As some clusters include only test data, we could not compute Equation (5). We
adopt a multi-resolution analysis strategy and a web-based text smoothing approach to
tackle the problem.

5. Visual analysis and transductive inference
At the shot layer, we capture the semantic of keyframes for each shot by using the
low-level visual features as used in most other works. The visual features used
includes Edge Histogram Layout (EHL), Color Correlogram (CC), Color Moments
(CM), Co-occurrence Texture (CT) and Wavelet Texture Grid (WTG). For each
shot, we extract the above visual features and generate a feature
vector f ( f1 , f 2 , f 3 ,..., f t ) . Such images are collected together by a transductive
inference method.
In our design, the transductive inference is used to analyze both the visual and text
features in our framework. It involves two stages. In stage 1, a series of clustering are
applied as different inference hypotheses using an average-link clustering method
[21]. Such a clustering typically results in three types of clusters:
Type1: The cluster contains data from both training and test sets. Only in this type
of clusters, we could use labeled training data to predict the relevance of the
unlabeled test data.
Type 2: The cluster contains only data from the training set. This shows that such
training data is not useful in predicting the relevance of unlabeled test set.
Type 3: The cluster contains data from the test set only. We do not know whether
such a cluster is relevant to concept X or not. We call such clusters
ambiguous/unknown clusters.
In the clustering process, one key aspect is the definition of similarity measure. We
adopt the cosine similarity measure to compute the similarity between shot i and shot
j as:
t

Cossim(i, j ) =

∑( f
k =1

t

∑f
k =1

ki

2
ki

(8)

• f kj )
t

• ∑ f kj

2

k =1

Fig. 11. Two visual similar shots share the same concept “boat/ship”

The use of visual similarity measure is effective only for shots that are similar in
contents and semantics such as in Figure 11. However, it tends to produce many
misses (where shots with dissimilar visual content but share in semantic concepts
such as the images in Figure 1) and false positive (vice versa). Figure 12 illustrate
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examples of images with similar visual contents but different semantic concepts.
Images at the shot layer

ASR results at the MM discourse layer

It appears to be a total capitulation by Saddam Hussein
on the issue of inspections although President Clinton is
being very cautious about declaring victory.......
(a)

(b)

(c)

But it does rise serious questions about how often U. S.
military pilots were flying recklessly in that area before
20 people got killed. John Macbeth ABC news the
pentagon.
This is a real change liberal arts graduate’s
employable. What jobs are they getting? A wide range
of jobs in a variety of industries they are going to work
in fields like kun consulting
service industries
finance ......

Fig. 12. Images with similar visual contents includes different semantic concepts

To tackle this problem, we employ the results of some useful mid-level detectors
in news video such as the anchor person, commercial detectors [6], and add text
constraints to purify the visual cluster result. Here, we leverage mid-level information
at the shot level by adding the constraints of:

¾

Must-Link constraints
If both shot i and shot j are detected as anchor person shots, then these two shots
must be clustered together.
¾ Cannot-Link constraints
If shot i and shot j are labeled as different genre types, such as when shot i is
labeled as commercial and shot j as live reporting, then these two shots cannot be
clustered together.
Because of the above visual middle level constraints, the images in Figure 12(a)
of type speech and (c) type anchor person would not be clustered together. This could
partially tackle the above problem. However, we can find that we still could not
separate the visually similar speech type shots but depicting different speakers in
Figure 12 (a) and (b). To tackle this problem, we need to incorporate the text cannotlink constraints. There are two cannot-link text constraints: one is from the MM
discourse layer and the other come from the story layer. The text constraints
eventually state that if the keyword representations at the MM discourse (or topics
representations at the story) layer between shots i and j are very dissimilar, then shot i
and shot j cannot be clustered together. The detail about text constraints and their use
will be discussed in the next section. Together, the text constraints should be able to
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resolve that the images in Figure 12(a) and 12(b) are different. The solution about this
problem will be covered in the next section.
In stage 2 of transductive inference, a hypothesis is selected based on Vapnik
Combined Bound [38] for determining the confidence of the series of clusters. That is,
given a hypothesis h ∈ H and unlabeled test set X u , the predict risk of unlabeled
samples is:
τ + log(C − 1) + ln

m+u
Rh ( X u ) ≤ Rh ( X m ) + (
)(
u

m

1

(9)

δ)

where m is the number of labeled samples in the training data; u is the number of
unlabeled samples in the test data; δ is the confidence; C is the maximal partitions
in the corpus; and τ is the number of clusters in current hypotheses (cluster).
Based on the inference in the Vapnik bound, we can label the type 1 cluster as
positive (P1) negative (N2) when the confidence is high, and unknown when the
confidence is low. The unknown type 1 cluster together with Type 3 clusters are
grouped as U1 (Unknown set).
The detail of transductive learning algorithm in our M3 framework is showed in
Figure 13.
Input: A full sample set X ={X1, X2…Xm+u};
A training set with semantic labels {(X1, Y1)… (Xm,Ym)} algorithm.
Step 1: Compute the similarity between each sample pairs (Xi, Xj) by using the cosine
similarity measure and build a similarity matrix.
Step 2: If there is a constraint between each sample pairs (Xi , Xj), then we set
Sim(Xi , Xj)=0 for a Cannot-Link constraint; and Sim(Xi , Xj)=1 for a MustLink constraint.
Step3: Place each sample in X as its own cluster, creating the list of clusters C: C=c1,
c2…cl+u
While (there exists a pair of mergeable clusters) do
(a) Select a pair of clusters ci and cj according minimal average group distance
(b) Merge ci to cj and remove ci
(c) Save each partition as a hypothesis to the disk.
Endwhile
Step 4: For each hypothesis, we calculate its Vapnik combined bound and select the
hypothesis with the minimal Vapnik combined bound as our final clustering
result.
Step 5: Label the test samples in the type 1 cluster by the training data in the same
cluster, if the confidence is high and generate P, N and U sets of shots.
Fig. 13. A constraint based transductive learning algorithm
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6. Text analysis at MM discourse and story layer
In this Section, we first introduce the inference at the MM discourse and story layers.
We then discuss how to let different modalities support for each other. In addition,
as the situation at the MM discourse is similar to that at the story layer. We first focus
our discussion at the MM discourse and then highlight the differences at the story
layer later.
6.1 Text inference at the MM discourse and story layer
After we obtain the text vector TV in Section 3 using Equation (1), we need to
perform the term weighing. Here we employ a text weighting scheme based on tf.rf
developed in [16] for text classification. Such a method measures the importance of a
term based on its frequency (tf) and relevant frequency (rf). The relevant frequency is
obtained by computing the ratio of the term’s occurrences in the positive and negative
training data. In our application, we found that some important terms may occur
only in test data; while the relevance frequency rf in the tf.rf approach does not
consider terms only occurred in the test set. In order to tackle this problem, we
leverage the web statistics to obtain other relevance information. The new weighting
Equation is:
Weight(Wi ) = tf *[CWI *

# (W , C )

# (Wi , Cx )training
# (Wi )training

+ (1 − CWI) *

# (Wi , Cx )web
]
# (Wi ) web

(10)

# (W )

i
x training
i training
We obtain
and
by counting the co-occurrence between
terms Wi and Cx, and the occurrence of term Wi in the training data, respectively. We
obtain # (Wi , C x ) web by using the concept text description Cx together with term Wi

as the query to Google search engine, and count the estimated number of hits that
include the query terms. # (Wi ) web is computed in a similar manner. CWI is
designed to balance the training data and web statistics. We estimate CWI in a way
similar to CI using Equation (6), where T is the term frequency. That is if the term is
of sufficiently high frequency in the training data, then the value of rf is based on the
statistics in the training data. Otherwise, we will incorporate web statistics for
smoothing. The resulting scheme considers all the words in the whole corpus instead
of just words in the training data.
After term weighting, we obtain a new text vector TC. We use such new vectors as
features to further cluster shots at the MM discourse layer by using the transductive
learning algorithm in Figure 13. There are new two constraints for the MM discourse
clustering. One is a must-link constraint from the shot layer. That is, if two shots i and
j belong to one cluster in a visual feature clustering, it must be clustered together at
the MM discourse layer too. This is the need from extracting text labels for images in
the section 3. The other constraint is cannot-link constraint from the story layer,
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which we will discuss in the next section. After employing the constraint based
transductive learning algorithm, we will obtain a new shot cluster
results {tcr1 , tcr2 ,..., tcrn ) at the MM discourse layer. Similar to visual-based clustering
at the shot layer, there still exist type 3 clusters and some type 1 clusters that include
few training samples.
In order to process such unknown data, we again bring web statistics into our
framework. Given a test shot S where S ∈ U1 , and the cluster tcrj that includes the test
shot S, we use the text vector TC as an initial label vector of S. The semantic
concept inference of S is defined as follows:
Score(Cx | S ) = CI * Pcorpus (C x | S ) + [1 − CI ] * Pweb (C x | TC )

(11)

where
PCorpus (C x | S unit ) =

NumofTrain ingShotsWi th (C x ) In (tcr j )

(12)

NumofTrain ingShotsIn (tcr j )

Pweb (Cx | TC) =

# (Cx , TC)
# (TC)

(13)

We obtain # (Cx,TCi), and # (TCi) in a similar manner as in Equation (10). The
confidence index (CI) is defined as Equation (6).
At the MM discourse layer, the text inference is carried out as follows:
a) If Score(C x | S MD ) > α , we label it as positive data and put it into the P2
t

shot set.
b) If Score(C x | S MD ) < δ , we label it as negative data and put it into the N2
shot set.
c) Otherwise, we assign an unknown label to it and put it into U2 set for the
story layer inference.
The difference between the story layer analysis and the MM discourse analysis is
listed as follows:
1) The test shot S for story layer analysis belongs to U2 instead of U1 set.
2) The analysis target is topics instead of keywords.
3) After performing the transductive learning, we put all the results into the
SR set and rank the results based on the value of Score(C x | S st ) .
t

6.2 Different modalities support for each other
Multimedia refers to the integration of different modalities. This statement has been
reflected in one of the SIGMM grand challenges [28]: “A third facet of integration
and adaption is the emphasis on using multiple media and context to improve
application performance.”
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In our framework, there are two strategies to let different modalities at different
resolutions support each other. One is the multi-resolution inference as outlined in
Figure 10; while the other is constraints from different resolutions. Figure 12
illustrates the importance of such constraints. If we measure the similarity between
two shots by global visual features alone, three images may have some degrees of
similarity as shown in Figure12. However, when we consider its context text
information, we can know that Figure12 (a) is related to the concept “Clinton” and the
others are irrelevant to “Clinton”. Such an example demonstrates the importance of
constraints from different resolutions. In our framework, when performing higher
resolution analysis, we bring in cannot-link constraints from the lower resolution to
leverage the higher resolution analysis. When performing the lower resolution
analysis, we incorporate the must-link constraints from the higher resolutions such
that the shots clustered by a higher resolution shot layer analysis must be put in the
same cluster at the low resolution analysis. From the above two strategies, we attempt
to separate images with different semantic concepts but similar appearance and group
images with the same semantic content but diverse appearance.
In order to tackle the problem in Figure 12, we add text constraints to purify the
higher resolution clustering results. The text constraints come from the measure of
homogeneity of text semantics.
There is one MM discourse layer text constraint for visual-based shot clustering,
where the text-based Cannot-Link constraint is defined as:
Given two shots S(i) and S(j) with high visual similarity, if SimMD [ S (i), S ( j )] < δ 1
then shots i and j cannot be clustered together, where MD is the text similarity at the
MM discourse layer. In other words, if the similarity between two shots based on text
analysis at the MM discourse layer is not sufficiently high, then the two shots cannot
be clustered together.
In order to compute the above similarity, we built a word vector for each image at
the MM discourse layer. The word vector is composed of all the non-stop words
from ASR transcripts. As different word vectors may express the same concept, we
propose a new web-based concept similarity measure. Such a method can assign a
high similarity score for those word vectors with few or even no-overlapping words.
On the other hand, if there is high word overlapping between two word vectors, such
a method will be assigned a high similarity score too.
The definition of such a similarity measure is:
Simunit (T 1, T 2) = 1− | Pweb (C x | T 1) − Pweb (C x | T 2) |

(14)

where T1, T2 are text feature vectors, which is made of keywords and topics at the
MM discourse or story layers. Cx is the word from the concept text descriptions. We
obtain Pweb (C x | T ) in Equation (14) as follows:
Pweb (C x | T ) =

# (C x , T )
# (T )

(15)
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We obtain # (Cx,T), # (T) in a similar manner as in Equation (10). Because there is a
limitation on the number of terms in the query for most search engines, we employ
the method in Equation (10) to select a few dominant terms in the text feature vector
as query.
At the story layer, there is a similar constraint for visual-based clustering at the
shot layer and keyword vector based clustering at the MM discourse layer. That is, if
Sim st [ S (i ), S ( j )] < δ 2 then the two shots cannot be clustered together at the shot and MM
discourse layer respectively. Figure 14 shows the importance of the story layer
constraints.
Images at the shot layer

ASR results at the MM discourse layer
...... They would be kept out of harm’s way
by basing either in a neighboring country like
Macedonia or aboard a ship.

(a) The topic vector of the above story is {Kosovo, Milosevic, force, John
Mcwethy}
She was the flagship of windjammer’s fleet a 300 foot reconditioned tall ship called the "fantome" a
schooner that plied the Caribbean carrying
vacationers to exotic ports of call.
(b) The topic vector of the above story is {ship; captain; sail; windjammer}
Fig. 14. An example of story information at detecting concept “boat/ship”.

In Figure14, we find that the ASR transcripts of both shots (a) and (b) contain the
text clue “ship” and it is above the threshold in Equation (1) in their related visual
cluster, hence “ship” is assigned as a label to both keyframes. This causes these two
shots to have a high similarity when we perform the MM discourse analysis.
However, if we consider the context information at the story layer based on their topic
vectors, we find that Figure14 (a) is not irrelevant to concept “boat/ship”.

7. Experiment
In this section, we first introduce the test-bed and measurement of the experiments.
We then compare different combinations of text retrieval and classification methods.
Finally, we compare our M3 transductive model with the reported systems.
We use the training and test sets of the TRECVID 2004 corpus to infer the visual
concepts. The corpus includes 137 hours of news video from CNN Headline News
and ABC World News Tonight; 67 hours of news video are used for training and 70
hours for testing. We measure the effectiveness of our model using all the 10 semantic
concepts defined for the TECVID 2004 semantic concept task. The concepts are
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“boat”, “Albright”, “Clinton”, ”train”, “beach”, “basket scored”, “airplane takeoff”,
“people walking/running”, “physical violence” and “road”.
The performance of the system is measured using the mean average precision
(MAP) based on the top 2000 retrieved shots for all ten concepts. This is the same as
the evaluation used in TRECVID 2004. The MAP combines precision and recall into
one performance value. Let p k = {i1 , i 2 ,..., i k } be a ranked version of the answer set A.
At any given rank k, let R I p k be the number of relevant shots in the top k of p,
where R is the total number of relevant shots. Then MAP for the ten concepts Ci is
defined as:
MAP =

1 10 1 A R I p k
ϕ (ik )]
∑[ ∑
10 Ci =1 R k =1 k

(16)

where the indictor function ϕ (ik ) = 1 if ik ∈ R and 0 otherwise. Because the
denominator k and the value of ϕ (ik ) are dominant, it can be understood that this
metric favors highly ranked relevant shots.

7.1 Test1: Comparison on use of text features
We first evaluate the use of purely text feature in concept detection. We investigate
different combinations of text retrieval and classification methods. For each method,
we consider the scope of text features for the shot to be: (a) within the shot
boundaries; (b) within the MM discourse boundaries; and (c) within the story
boundaries. The text semantic analysis belongs to two methods. One is text
classification, which we adopt the SVMlight [32] as the classifier. The other is text
retrieval, which we adopt a state of the arts retrieval system [7] with query expansion
techniques using external knowledge. For completeness, we also explore the
combination of both methods using the following equation:
Score( S ) = α * ScoreIR ( S ) + (1 − α ) * ScoreTC ( S )

(17)

where IR is the score of retrieval method and TC is the score of the corresponding
classification method.
Figure 15 lists the results based on text classification and retrieval at the shot, MM
discourse and story layer respectively. We use different value of α range from 0 to
1. From the Figure, we can derive the following observations:

• The systems based on the MM discourse boundaries perform the best for both

classification and retrieval methods. The main reason is that systems based on
the shot boundaries could obtain only fragmented text clues; whereas systems
based on the story boundaries could cover a large number of shots and thus
could obtain higher recall, but lower precision. However, the MAP measure
pays more attention to precision than recall.
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• The

performance of text retrieval system is superior to that of the text
classification system. This is because we usually face the sparse training data
problem in TRECVID data [24] and text retrieval method tends to perform
better than text classification method under such circumstance.

• Although we tried different setting for the combinations of text classification

and retrieval method, no combination could outperform the text retrieval
systems. On the other hand, the performance of some combinations may be
worse than the results from the text classification system. This suggests that if
we want to combine different text analysis methods, we have to know in detail
the strengths and weaknesses of different methods.
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Fig. 15. The results of combination two types of text analysis

7.2 Test2: Multi-resolution multimodal analysis
Next, we employ the text retrieval method in combination with multimodal features in
a M3 transductive framework as discussed in V and VI. In particular, we perform
three experiments on concept detection based on: (a) shot layer visual analysis
without text, (b) shot layer + MM discourse layer analysis, and (c) full M3 model
with story layer analysis. In order to compare our results with other state-of-the-arts
systems, we tabulate the results of all reported systems that have completed all the ten
concepts in Figure 16.
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Fig. 16. The comparison with other systems in TRECVID.

From the Figure, we can observe that if using only the shot layer visual analysis
without text, we could achieve only very low MAP of 0.024, which is much lower
than that achievable using the text retrieval method (See Figure 15). This shows that
the use of text will help visual analysis. This demonstrated in run (b) that incorporates
text semantics at the MM discourse layer, in which we could achieve a substantially
improved result at MAP of 0.112. However, the best result is achieved when we
perform full multi-resolution analysis at the shot, MM discourse and story level, with
a MAP of 0.142.
Compare to Figure 15, we find that the performance of our M3 transductive
inference is significantly better than that of purely text analysis. This is because:

• Visual analysis could support text analysis. For example, if we were to rely just on
text analysis, without visual clustering at the shot level to group visually relevant
shots we would have captured some false positive shots for such as those
illustrated in Figure 4, and missed some relevant such shots as shown in Figure
6(c).

• Our

M3 transductive framework provides a novel solution to combine the
classification and retrieval methods so that we could capture both relevant test
shots in Figure 9(b) and (c).
From the Figure16, we also observe that our three combinations of systems ranked
as 1st, 7th, and 37th. Compare to the best reported system ranked 2nd in Figure 16, our
M3 transductive framework achieved more than 19% improvement in MAP
performance. This is because most current systems are single resolution (shot), single
source (training data) and multi-modality fusion methods under a supervised
inductive inference framework. Usually there are at least two problems in such a
framework.

•

In most current systems, it is difficult to allow the evidences from different
modalities to support each other.
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•

The performance of such a supervised inductive inference is highly dependent on
the size and quality of training data. If the quality of training data is not good,
the performance of the systems will decline significantly.
In our design, we propose a multi-resolution model to tackle the first problem. It
emphasizes on using multi-modality features and their context to improve the
performance. Our multi-source transductive can partially tackle the second problem
by analyzing the data distribution between training and test data and integrating the
external information sources under a retrieval framework. It is partially effective
when the training data is not effective.

8. Conclusion and future work
Although research on semantic concept detection has been carried out for several
years, the study on analyzing text semantics for concept detection has been relatively
recent. This paper outlines a M3 transductive learning model. In the multi-resolution
model, we emphasized on the techniques to employ different types of text semantics
at different resolutions to support visual concept detection. In our multi-source
transductive model, we proposed a novel approach to combine the classification and
retrieval methods.
The experimental results demonstrated that our approach is
effective.
The work is only the beginning. Further research can be carried out as follows:
¾ We will further study on how to include visual information to improve the
performance in extracting topics at the story layer.
¾ We will further improve the performance on building linkage between visual
features and ASR transcript.
¾ We should further study visual analysis and improve the performance, because
text analysis is just a supplementary source to support visual analysis.
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